In Memoriam

Remembering Tom Heck & His Legacy
Robert Ferguson
with tributes by Peter Danner, Anthony Glise,
Paul Sparks, Brian Jeffery & Jonathan Leathwood

On October 3, 2021, Thomas Heck, the
Guitar Foundation of America’s founding visionary, died from the effects of Parkinson’s
disease. Tom was the principle generating
force behind the creation of the GFA. He
convened its inaugural meeting in 1973 and
drafted its Articles of Incorporation and
Bylaws. Tom attended every GFA Convention
thereafter to lead the Research Round Table
and to meet with and share ideas with likeminded guitarists from around the world.
He founded the GFA Archives, the GFA
Monograph Series, and Soundboard Scholar.
From the first issue of Soundboard (1974) on,
he published the quarterly column, “Works
in Progress/Completed” and contributed many articles to the journal. Tom was
awarded the GFA Hall of Fame Distinguished Service Award in 2007.
Tom was born July 10, 1943, in Washington, DC, but aside from a short stint in Japan
at age nine—where his father, Harold J. Heck, academic, diplomat, and specialist in
international commerce, took a one-year teaching appointment at Tokyo’s Waseda
University—Tom spent most of his early years in New Orleans. Later, Tom’s father
served as commercial attaché at the American Embassy in Paris. So Tom’s teenage
years were spent immersed in French culture and language while attending secondary
school at a Parisian lycée. It was also at this time that he began his lifetime devotion
to guitar. Upon completion of his secondary education in 1960, Tom received the
baccalauréat, France’s academic diploma that qualifies students for university study
in that country.
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A complete collection of publications written or edited by Tom would fill several shelves. Shown
above are four of particular significance. Picturing Performance (1999) is a wide-ranging work on
the iconography of music and theatre: Tom was general editor and a main contributor. In 2013, he
published the third version of his seminal work on Giuliani under the new title of Mauro Giuliani: A
Life for the Guitar. In 2015, Tom created and edited the present journal, Soundboard Scholar. The last
issue he edited was no. 5 (2019).

However, Tom elected to return to the United States for his higher education. In
1965, he received his bachelor’s in liberal arts and music history from the University
of Notre Dame in South Bend, Indiana. In 1970, he earned his PhD in Musicology
from Yale University. During his time at Yale he also married Vassar College graduate
Anne Goodrich. He was awarded his first Fulbright Scholarship at Yale to conduct
dissertation research abroad. He and Anne lived in Vienna, Austria, from 1968 to 1969.
Tom’s research resulted in The Birth of the Classic Guitar and Its Cultivation in Vienna,
Reflected in the Career and Compositions of Mauro Giuliani, a seminal two-volume
thesis that established Tom Heck as a major authority on the history of classical
guitar and a catalyst to further inquiry into the guitar’s past and its place in the
musical-cultural life of Europe.
Following a commission as first lieutenant in the US Army from 1970 to 1971, Tom
went on to teach music history for five years. He then enrolled in the Library Science
program at the University of Southern California, receiving an MLS in academic librarianship in 1977. This led to his appointment as Head of the Music and Dance Library
at Ohio State University (OSU), where he remained for the next twenty-two years.
Tom’s doctoral dissertation formed the basis of his later book Mauro Giuliani:
Virtuoso Guitarist and Composer (Columbus, OH: Orphée, 1995) and its updated
edition, Mauro Giuliani: A Life for the Guitar (GFA Refereed Monographs no. 2),
published as an e-book (Kindle, ePub) by the Guitar Foundation of America in 2013.
Other guitar-related monographs and music editions issued by Tom Heck include:
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Reversals: Three Poems by David Krieger Set as a Cycle of Songs for Voice and Classic
Guitar. Clear Note, 2011.
Jazz Goes Classic: Jazz Favorites for Classic Guitar. Edited by Corey Christiansen.
Mel Bay and Warner Bros., 2002. Ten of seventeen arrangements contributed
by T. F. Heck.
The “Music Information Explosion” and its Implications for College Teachers and
Students. Missoula: College Music Society, 1992.
21 Duets for Violin and Guitar: Selections from the Suzuki Method, Books 1, 2 and 3.
Edited by T. F. Heck. Princeton: Summy-Birchard, 1989.
Guitar Music in the Archive of the Guitar Foundation of America and Cooperating
Collections: A Computerized Catalog. Columbus, OH: Guitar Foundation of
America, 1981.
Schubert, Franz. Sixteen Songs with Guitar Accompaniment: A Selection of Lieder
Published in Guitar Transcription during the Composer’s Lifetime. Newly edited
for performance with historical notes by T. F. Heck. London: Tecla, 1980.
A Survey of Guitar Curricula in Colleges in the U. S. and Canada. Commissioned
by the Guitar Committee of ASTA (American String Teachers Association).
Cleveland: ASTA, 1975
Giuliani, Mauro. Œuvres choisies pour guitare. Edited by T. F. Heck. Paris: Heugel,
1973.
Tom also published about sixty guitar-related reviews, introductions, encyclopedia
entries, and articles (several for Soundboard), including:
“Guitarists in the Balconies and Rafters: The Musical Frescoes of Genoa’s Spinola
Palaces.” Early Music 42, no. 1 (2014): 85–93.
“The Vogue of the Chitarra francese in Italy: How French? How Italian? How
Neapolitan?” Soundboard 38, no. 4 (2012): 18–25.
“Some Newly Discovered Letters of Mauro Giuliani: Welcome News from the
Bavarian State Library and the Digital Guitar Archive.” Soundboard 38, no. 2
(2012): 13–30. Coauthored with Marco Riboni and Andreas Stevens.
“Expanding the GFA’s Online Resources.” Soundboard 36, no. 3 (2010): 34–35.
“Mauro Giuliani: A Lost Letter Comes to Light.” Soundboard 31, nos. 2/3 (2006):
31–38.
“A Relaxing Way to Hold the Guitar: Variation on a Theme by Aguado?”
Soundboard 30, no. 3 (2005): 31–34.
“Schubert Lieder with Guitar: Musicological Evidence and Inference.” In Evidence
and Inference in History and Law: Interdisciplinary Dialogues, 287–310. Evanston:
Northwestern University Press, 2002.
“Guitar-Related Research in the Age of the Internet: Current Options, Current
Trends.” Soundboard 25, no. 1 (1998): 61–68.
“Images of Guitars and Guitarists: An Iconographic History of the Guitar.” Gendai
Guitar (Tokyo), nos. 215–17 (Feb–Apr 1984).
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At left
Tom Heck, December
1985, at the Church
of Sant’Adoeno in
Bisceglie, Italy, Giuliani’s
baptismal site.
Below left
Tom performing with
Carol Ann Manzi
at Santa Barbara
Unitarian Society,
September 11, 2010
Below right
Tom with Richard Long
(right) at the GFA
Convention, Miami,
June 2019—the last
that Tom attended.

Giuliani, Mauro. Le Rossiniane, opp. 119, 120, 121, 122, 123 & 124. Facsimile editions,
with errata and introductions by T. F. Heck. Melville, NY: Published for the
GFA by Belwin-Mills, 1976–78.
Giuliani, Mauro. Mauro Giuliani: Selected Works for the Guitar. Edited by Frederick
Noad, with bibliography and preface by T. F. Heck. New York: Golden Music,
1976.
Giuliani, Mauro. Sechs Lieder, op. 89. Facsimile edition of songs with guitar or
piano accompaniment, with translations by Anne Goodrich Heck, and errata
and preface by T. F. Heck. London: Tecla, 1976.
Giuliani, Mauro. Sei grandi variazioni, op. 112. Facsimile edition, with errata and
introduction by T. F. Heck. Melville, NY: Published for the Guitar Foundation
of America by Belwin-Mills, 1976.
During his tenure at OSU, Tom’s research interests expanded. He received a second
Fulbright Fellowship to Italy for 1985–86, taking him to Florence, where he researched
the iconography and literature of the Italian comedy, spurred by images of masked
thespians holding musical instruments including guitars. His work resulted in the
publication of Commedia dell’arte: A Guide to the Primary and Secondary Literature
(New York: Garland, 1988) and The Commedia dell’Arte in Naples: A Bilingual Edition of
the 176 Casamarciano Scenarios, which he translated and edited along with Francesco
Cotticelli and Anne Goodrich Heck (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow, 2001). As a Fellow at
the Netherlands Institute for Advanced Study in the Humanities and Social Sciences
(NIAS) in 1994–95, he further explored performing arts iconography, presenting his
findings in Picturing Performance: The Iconography of the Performing Arts in Concept
and Practice (Rochester, NY: Univ. of Rochester Press, 1999). In addition to the above
books, articles, and other writings, Tom shared his knowledge not only of guitar
history and literature, Italian comedy, and iconography but also of general music
history and bibliography and music printing through innumerable papers presented
at scholarly conferences across Europe, the US, and Australia.
In 2001, at the beginning of what was supposedly his “retirement,” this indefatigable scholar started a consulting firm, called Insights, to serve the field of library and
archives administration. In this capacity, in 2011, he oversaw a digitization project for
the GFA that converted thirty-seven volumes of Soundboard back issues (1974–2010)
to searchable PDFs—a major boon to classical guitar research. Unsurprisingly, Tom
also continued his work as independent scholar, author, editor, and lecturer.
The year 2001 also marked Tom and Anne’s move to Santa Barbara, California.
There, Tom served as a music minister at St. Mark’s University Parish at the University
of California, Santa Barbara, and at the Catholic Church of the Beatitudes. At Santa
Barbara City College he studied website design, and he used the skills acquired there
to help a number of nonprofits in his locale. Tom also visited elder care facilities,
where he led seniors in singing, often with vocalist and coach Carol Ann Manzi,
from whom he also took voice lessons. The two collaborated on a number of other
projects as well. Similarly, Tom volunteered for Visiting Nurse and Hospice Care
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(VNA Health), under whose auspices he visited hospice patients at home or at VNA
Health’s Serenity House in Santa Barbara.
But Tom’s humanitarianism didn’t end there. As the Santa Barbara Independent
stated in their October 21 obituary of him, “He will be remembered for his academic
contributions, especially in the guitar world, but also for his passionate concern with
world peace and for his quiet but timely support for many immigrants and refugees
from Central and Eastern Europe and Southeast Asia.” Tom Heck made his mark
in many ways. For us in the classical guitar community, our world would have been
very different and much diminished without him.

— Robert Ferguson
•

Tributes
Tom Heck earned his PhD in music (Yale) a year after I got mine (Stanford). Tom’s
dissertation related to the instrument he identified with: the guitar. Mine did not:
the English Reformation. We were both straight out of graduate school looking for
jobs and reaching out for contacts. It was 1970. I wrote concert reviews and glommed
onto a visible (if nonpaying) job editing the journal for the American Lute Society.
As part of my job, I wrote a review of Frederic Grunfeld’s book about the guitar, the
instrument I, too, most identified with. Tom read it, and he wrote me a letter.
He was concerned the guitar world seemed to be splintering into factions. He was
worried the electric guitar might engulf serious study of it (see Soundboard 20, no. 2,
11). He said he had the dream of establishing an archive of guitar music that would
be anchored by the material he had collected for his Giuliani dissertation. He hoped
this might eventually evolve into a center for classical guitar research. (This was years
before the Internet. Even copy machines were a scarce commodity.)
This dream never materialized, but he did help spearhead the guitar getting recognized as a serious concert instrument by the American String Teachers Association.
This in turn paved the way for the guitar being accepted as legitimate by a number
of collegiate music programs, resulting in more teaching positions with committed
teachers. The level of playing skill rose dramatically.
Eventually, it was felt that there was enough interest in the guitar for it to stand
on its own. Tom was once more in the forefront. In 1973 he arranged the founding
meeting of what turned out to be the GFA. He chose Santa Barbara for the meeting
because his wife, Anne, was from there, and the university campus had a conference
center just the right size. It was perfect for me, as this was the campus of my undergraduate days and where my family lived. It gave me a chance to meet people like
Sophocles Papas, Alvino Ray, and Frederick Noad, well-known names in those days.
The GFA was in many ways Tom’s brainchild, and because he brought an academic
background, he helped steer it in a direction of scholarship and musical excellence
and away from mere commercialism.
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Tom served briefly in the army and was affiliated with a couple of colleges in the
early seventies (Case Western Reserve and Chapman come to mind). However, he
eventually felt he might make better use of his linguistic skills and have better job
security by becoming a music librarian. He obtained the required degree and served for
many years as chief music and dance librarian at Ohio State University in Columbus.
Tom’s interests expanded beyond the guitar. He became an authority on Italian
commedia dell’arte and wrote a valuable study dating the earliest Ricordi print numbers (Ricordi’s plate no. 1 was a guitar piece). But he remained true to the guitar. He
would make the annual meeting as often as possible and continued contributing to
Soundboard until the end. He established Soundboard Scholar almost single-handedly.
He had family in the East Bay and would visit me when in the San Francisco area.
I enjoyed staying with him whenever I visited Santa Barbara, my childhood home,
where he retired after Ohio State. He enjoyed giving back to the community and
often entertained the elderly in retirement homes by singing them the old standards
of their youth to the accompaniment of his guitar.
When a group of us GFA “elders” were awarded with service honors back in 2007,
I realized the five of us were standing on stage in strict alphabetical order, D to H:
Peter Danner, Gunnar Eisel, Jim Forrest, David Grimes, and Thomas F. Heck. We
also spoke in that order. I remember I rambled and Jim was highly entertaining. But
Tom was eloquent and summed up our mission admirably: to promote the guitar
and serve those that love it. I’m glad he went last. Tom, you will be missed!
— Peter Danner

I had the pleasure of first meeting Tom at the GFA conference in Lubbock in
1989 and hosted his lectures at several festivals that I direct, including the St. Joseph
International Guitar Festival and Red Socks and the Guitar in Chartres, France, which
he attended with his dear wife, Anne.
Tom had an innate sense of brilliant scholarship that—as we all know—was
critical to the founding of the GFA, Soundboard Scholar, and research that extended
far beyond his celebrated work in guitar history. However, quietly shrouded in that
professional image was a gentleman of sincere faith who was kind, insightful, and
an unyielding advocate of anyone sincerely committed to asking questions and
finding answers.
Ralph Waldo Emerson once said, “If we encounter a man of rare intellect, we
should ask him what books he reads.” In Tom’s case—and to our inspiration—I
am confident that Tom’s whimsical response would have been, “Anything I can get
my hands on!”
A bright light has gone home.
Tom, travel well. . . and please say hello to Mauro from us all. I know you two will
have lots to discuss.

— Anthony Glise
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Tom was an inspiration to everyone involved in guitar research, the embodiment of everything that a scholar should be. For me personally, reading his PhD in
the early 1980s was a revelation, and greatly informed and inspired my own work.
Years later, we made contact by email, then were finally able to meet in person in
Cambridge, and I discovered that he was a wonderfully kind and quietly funny man,
as well as a great academic. The guitar world owes him an enormous debt of gratitude.
— Paul Sparks

I am sad indeed at Tom’s passing. I had known him for about fifty years, from
the time that he was preparing to become a librarian. Paul (Sparks) is right: he was
everything that a scholar should be. He was exact in his data, correct in his conclusions, and cautious in his hypotheses. But as well as that he was a fine human being:
kind and admirable. A great loss.

— Brian Jeffery

Readers of Soundboard Scholar will know that Tom founded the journal,
created its peer-review process, and edited the first five issues, creating a newly
rigorous forum for guitar scholarship. Growing up as I did in England, I was always
aware of Tom’s scholarship, but it was not until I came to the United States that I
came to understood how crucial was Tom’s role in creating a healthy infrastructure
for the classical guitar in this country.
Tom’s devotion to the two pillars of scholarship and community was unflagging
to the end. When he stepped down from editing Soundboard Scholar in 2019, it was
because of failing health; yet one would hardly have known it from his activities. For
example, he assisted with the production of a new addition to the GFA’s Refereed
Monograph Series (The Concert Diary of Agustín Barrios Mangoré, by Pinnell and
Sheppard) and negotiated the addition of both Soundboard and Soundboard Scholar to
ProQuest’s Music Periodicals Database. In April of this year, he graciously appeared
in one of our public scholarly meetings on Zoom, answering questions about archival
research, Giuliani, and more. Many attendees at the meeting were as moved as I was
by what turned out to be the last chance to learn from his wisdom and experience.
In one of our last email exchanges, Tom mentioned how grateful he was for the
new archival work being done on Giuliani by the next generation of scholars, and
how he welcomed seeing his own work corrected; and he said that as his illness
progressed, he would continue to try to be useful to the GFA “day by day.” May we
be worthy of his legacy.

— Jonathan Leathwood
•
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About Soundboard Scholar
Soundboard Scholar is the peer-reviewed journal of the Guitar Foundation of
America. Its purpose is to publish guitar research of the highest caliber. Soundboard
Scholar is online and open access. To view all issues of the journal, visit http://
soundboardscholar.org.

About the Guitar Foundation of America
The Guitar Foundation of America inspires artistry, builds community,
and promotes the classical guitar internationally through excellence in performance, literature, education, and research. For more information, visit https://
guitarfoundation.org.
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